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Session 7 of Study Group: What on Earth is a Sustainable Community?
Small towns and urban neighbourhoods are buffeted by forces that have changed
where and how people work, live, shop, socialize and are entertained. Across
North America, if we pull off the freeway, all too often we find ourselves in small
towns with boarded-up stores and shuttered factories. Neighbourhoods in larger
cities like Montréal face similar issues. Is this decline inevitable? How can it be
reversed? Sharing their own life experiences and studies by others, the members
of the study group will examine the causes, effects (pro and con) and possible
remedies.
Rural Community Sustainability: Context, Challenges, and Opportunities
Canada was born as a trading nation. Its rural areas were settled to export fish, forest
products, food, minerals, and energy to a growing and changing world. As a result, we
are highly susceptible to events both within and beyond our borders. This presentation
will identify some of these key changes and use them as a basis for discussing the
challenges and opportunities they create for rural places and people. Mechanization,
shifting trade patterns, urbanization, population growth, climate change, ideological
realignments, and immigration are some of the changes that have important implications
for rural places and policy. Examples from over 30 years of research on rural issues will
be used to illustrate policy issues relating to economic strategies for small places,
regional governance, rural-urban interdependence, immigration, and rural identity.
This presentation will be based on a chapter Bill co-wrote with Dr. Ray Bollman
(Statistics Canada) in a book by David J.A. Douglas entitled “Rural Planning and
Development in Canada” (Nelson, 2010). It is available as a free eChapter from Nelson
Brain at
http://www.nelsonbrain.com/shop/content/douglas00812_0176500812_02.01_chapter01
.pdf. Other materials produced by Dr. Reimer can be viewed via http://billreimer.ca.
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Understanding Rural Canada
• What are the major conditions and
trends affecting rural Canada?
• What are appropriate sustainability
strategies for communities?

•My sustainability focus will be on rural, remote, northern communities
•Sustainability
•Depends on the context in which sustainability takes place
•Therefore, first step is to consider the type of context in which
communities will be surviving, growing, or declining
•What is the context, what will the context likely be for rural, remote,
northern communities in Canada?
•Then consider what would be some useful strategies for communities
to consider in the light of these changes
•Two questions to guide our discussion
•What are the major conditions and trends affecting rural Canada?
•What are appropriate strategies for community sustainability in the
context of these changes?
•My perspectives have been developed over my research and teaching
career since about 1974.
•Personal research studies of topics like the informal economy, impacts
of mechanization on farm households, social cohesion, and social
networks.
•Directed two major collaborative projects (see next 2 slides)
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NRE…The Rural Observatory
…an
International
Network

http://nre.concordia.ca
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•(S) The NRE Project was a national, collaborative project (1997-2008)
•Included 15 core researchers in 11 universities across the country
•32 systematically chosen rural communities (The Rural Observatory)
•We worked with most of them over 11 years
•Program of annual conferences and workshops – held in rural
locations
•Our Japanese colleagues were very impressed with this approach and
asked us if we would collaborate with them to do the same thing in
Japan
•(S) With our help they selected 2 sites in Japan and ran a parallel
and comparative project with ours
•Project includes information from:
•biannual profile data at the level of the sites,
•household interview data from about 2000 households in 21 of the
sites,
•census data since 1986,
•national survey data on rural and urban people’s perception of the
environment.
•Several other specialized surveys on media, communications,
capacity, and governance.
•Close collaboration with local citizens and their organizations.
•This design allowed us to not only understand the dynamics within
each site, but allowed us to make comparisons across sites – thereby
separating out characteristics unique to each place from those that are
due to contextual conditions.
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31 Partner Institutions

65+ Individual Participants

Rural Policy Learning Commons
http://rplc‐capr.ca

•The Rural Policy Learning Commons
•7-year project (2014 – 2020) $2.5 million from SSHRC plus $2.5 million
from partners
•90 original partners
•Focus is on collaboration and partnership development
•Initiatives include:
•Student, faculty, practitioner, citizen travel and meeting support
•Conferences, workshops
•Webinars (http://rplc-capr.ca/webinars/)
•Podcasts (http://rplc-capr.ca/rural-routes-podcasts/)
•Social media
•Publication support
•International exchanges
•Policy briefs
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Changes
• Demographic transformations
•
•
•
•

Population growth
Urbanization
Aging
Aboriginal growth

• Rural economy
• Primary to tertiary sectors
• Mechanization (increasing value of
human time)
• Knowledge economy (complexity)
• Increasing Income inequality

• Globalization
• Global competition
• Extended networks
• Immigration

• Neo‐liberal ideology
• Withdrawal of state from its social
mandate
• Reorganize governance
• Privatization championed

• Environment and Natural
Resources
•
•
•
•

Limits to natural resources
Climate change
Management complexity
Technological innovation
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•What are the major changes affecting rural Canada?
•Try to get it right
•Many changes – challenge is to identify those that are enduring, drivers,
well documented
•Not – those that are symptomatic only, short term, or highlighted for their
popular appeal, media attraction, or political leverage
•E.g. references to the rising crime rate in Canada, when the rate has
been decreasing since the 1990s
•Inevitably, the identification of drivers will be debated and reassessed on a
continuing basis
•This is the job of researchers and policy-makers
•Thus, I will be outlining a few of these that I see as important – then
inviting you to consider them from your point of view, offer others, and
inform me about the relevance to the challenges you face on a daily basis.
•Thus:
•Will outline a few of my ‘favorite’ changes and drivers
•Then: Raise the question “How do we create/develop effective rural policy
and action under these conditions?”
•I will outline some of the line of thinking I take to this question before
•Inviting you to offer your suggestions
•Many changes occurring in and to rural places – outlined here
•Can’t deal with them all so have chosen a few of them for a number of
reasons (impacts, visibility, my interest and experiences)
•Urbanization
•Mechanization
•Immigration
•Withdrawal of state from social mandate
•Climate change
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•Demographic changes
•Population growth
•Urbanization
•Aging
•Aboriginal growth
•Focus on Urbanization (S)
•About 80% of population is in urban areas – and growing
•[slide from Ray Bollman]
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In 2016, 6 million individuals were living
in rural and small town areas, Canada
28
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Note: Since 2006, Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) have 50,000 or more inhabitants in the built- core with a total population of 100,000 or
more and Census Agglomerations (CAs) have 10,000 or more in the built-up core. Both CMAs and CAs include surrounding towns and
municipalities where 50% or more of the workforce commutes to thebuilt-up core. Rural and small town (RST) refers to the population outside
Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) and outside Census Agglomerations (CAs). The two data points for each year show the adjusted population
count (due to reclassification) in order to make comparisons over time within constant boundaries.
Source: Statistics Canada. Census of Population, 1966 to 2016.

RayD.Bollman@sasktel.net
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•Differences
•CMA Census Metropolitan Areas (50,000+ in core, 100,000+
population)
•CA, Census Agglomerations (10,000+ in core)
•Rural and Small Town (outside CAs)
•Boundaries redefined at each census
•Thus – many rural areas become CAs
•Reflected in 5-year jumps in this graph
•Rural population maintained, but urban populations growing rapidly.
•Thus rural as proportion of total declines.
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S o u rc e: S ta tis tic s C a n a d a, C e ns us o f P o p ula tio n, 1 9 8 6 - 2 0 06 . D ata a re ta b ula te d w ith in c o n s tan t b o u nd a rie s .
C e n s u s M e tro po lita n A re as (C M A s ) h a ve to ta l p o p u la tio n o f 1 0 0,0 0 0 o r m ore w ith 5 0 ,0 00 o r m o re in th e u rb a n c o re a n d in c lud e s a ll n e ig h b o u rin g to w n s a n d m u n ic ip alitie s w h e re 5 0
p e rc e nt o r m o re o f th e w o rk fo rc e c om m ute s to the u rb a n c o re . C e n s u s A g g lo m era tio n s (C A s ) h a ve 1 0 ,00 0 to 4 9 ,9 9 9 in th e u rb a n c o re a n d inc lu d es a ll n eig hb o u rin g to w n s an d
m u n ic ip a litie s w h e re 5 0 p e rc e n t o r m ore of th e w o rk fo rc e c o m m u te s to th e u rb a n c ore . M e trop o litan In flu e n c e d Z o ne s (M IZ ) a re a s s ig n ed o n th e b a s is o f th e s h a re o f th e w o rk fo rc e tha t
c o m m u te s to an y C M A o r C A (S tro n g M IZ : 3 0 to 4 9 p e rc e n t; M od e rate M IZ : 5 to 2 9 pe rc e n t; W e a k M IZ : 1 to 5 p e rc e nt; N o M IZ : n o c o m m u ters ).

•These general figures mask some important variation, however.
•Underneath this general growth – rural and urban, we can note some
important lessons
•All RST (Rural and Small Town) – lowest growth
•But: Metro adjacent areas and RST Territories are growing
•NOTE % = relative to their population in 2001
•Strong MIZ (Metropolitan Influence Zone – measured by commuting)
driving the RST growth rate.
•Rural and Small Town in the Territories: significant growth (mining, oil,
etc. : Inuvik, Fort McMurray)
•This will be a continuing theme:
•Broad strokes reveal general and dominant trends, but
•Within those trends are important variations
•Within this growth are other processes I have mentioned
•Aging of the rural populations
•Significant growth of the Aboriginal population
•[graph from Ray Bollman]
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• Shifting demands for services
• Labour force challenges (numbers and
capacities)
• Transportation challenges
• Governance challenges
• Shifting values and identity
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•Impacts of these patterns of growth
•Shifting demands for services
•Labour force challenges (numbers and capacities)
•Transportation challenges
•Governance challenges:
•With fewer jobs, people have moved to the cities
•So far, cities have been able to absorb these new workers
•But we are now facing challenges even within the cities
•Not just from population growth – but including infrastructure
demands, pollution, and quality of life.
•Rural grows, but not as much as urban
•Shifting values and identity
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•As illustrated in this graph, we have consistently relied on our
rural-based industries like agriculture, energy, mining and forestry
to support our thirst for consumer goods, electronics, and
machinery. Domestically, our food, water, energy, housing, and
medicines rely on rural products.
•In spite of this reality, investments into rural communities have
historical been viewed as subsidies, whether they be provided to
communities or businesses. Where the investment approach has
been adopted, it has focused primarily on infrastructure, as
illustrated by the Economic Action Plan in response to the 2008
economic recession. These programs often do not address the
key priorities or the day-to-day challenges for rural communities.
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Global exposure means low population
growth
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• Our success and dependence on commodity trade has decimated
our rural communities, however
•(Ss) Graph showing the relationship between integration into the global
economy and population change for small rural locations
•(S) The linkages of commodity trade have been very beneficial for our
balance of payments (80% of trade surplus contributed by primary
products) but they have undermined the population of rural communities
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Rural Impacts
• Declining population in resource‐
dependent communities
• Decreasing incomes
• Increasing stresses
• Housing and infrastructure crises
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Globalization
•Global competition
•Extended networks
•Immigration
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Immigration is an increasingly important component of population growth.
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• Immigration is an increasingly important
component of population growth.
• In 1976, natural increase (births minus
deaths) represented over 80% of the
demographic growth in Canada. Today,
the situation is almost reversed as
immigration represents close to 70% of the
growth.
• If current trends continue, in less than 7
years (2025), immigration will be the only
growth factor, since natural increase will be
negative.
•[graph from Ray Bollman]
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Recent and new im m igrants represented a
low share of the predom inantly rural population
18
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•Immigrants settle mostly in urban areas
•They most often come from urban regions
•They have little or no experience with Canadian rural
areas
•Will compound the challenges coming from the other
demographic transformations
•Decreasing sensitivity to rural issues with an
increased balance of power from urban residents
•[graph from Ray Bollman]
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• Vulnerable to misinformed
perceptions
• Challenges to social cohesion
• Challenges to traditional
community networks
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Youth Suicide Rates by the number of Cultural Factors in the
Community (1993‐2000)

Chandler, Lalonde, Sokall, Halllet, (2003:43) Personal Persistence, Identity Development,
17
and Suicide: A Study of Native and Non-Native
North American Adolescents.

•I would also like to add a further
•Chandler, Lalonde, Sokall, Halllet, (2003:43) Personal Persistence, Identity Development, and
Suicide: A Study of Native and Non-Native North American Adolescents.
•In their work on adolescent suicide among Aboriginal peoples, they discovered a very strong
relationship between the failure to recognize aboriginal culture and suicide
•In those communities where the history and culture were celebrated, the suicide rate
dropped dramatically (cf. graph)
•Their subsequent work has led them to argue that:
•A strong sense of identity and continuity is essential for healthy personal and social
resiliency (and an important mitigating factor against suicide)
•Identity and continuity is rooted in local events, relationships, and history – especially
among narrative-based cultures
•Undermining the legitimacy and credibility of this local history and relationships has
significant negative effects on the identity of those closely connected with it – especially
among narrative-based cultures
•This research, and supporting work among rural Quebec adolescents suggests to me that
place-based perspectives are more important than simply a special focus of analysis for
designing our policy and research – they touch on a critical feature of our sense of self and
humanity along with our ability to function in confidence and sympathy with others
•It also suggests that we need to aggressively seek to understand the nature and relationship
between narrative and essentialist approaches to the world
•Our disastrous policies directed to the eradication of Aboriginal culture, the elimination of
cultural and ethnic traditions, and the relocation of communities makes clear that the
eradication of narrative for essentialist approaches is not the way to go
•Instead, we are much better off searching for new ways in which the strengths of narrative
understandings can be integrated with those of essentialist approaches to build new forms
of governance which respect local places
•[Cultural continuity factors:
•Recognized institutions of self-government
•History of Land Claims actions
•Cultural Education – Majority of students attend a band-administered school
•Level of local control over health services
•Number of local cultural facilities
•Extent to which local band controlled Police and Fire services]
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Welfare state to neoliberalism
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•Keynsian economics to Friedman economics
•Economic liberalism
•Gov’t control over the economy is inefficient or
otherwise undesireable
•Transfer control of the economy to the private
sector
•Discipline fiscal policy
•Privatization of state enterprises
•Trade liberalization
•Deregulation
•Clarification and security of property rights
•Focus on individual as opposed to collective or
community rights
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•Creating conditions for extending trade
•Unfortunately – with little relative power and weak
controls for protection of national interests (economic,
social, and cultural)
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Federal government expenditures 1989‐2009
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•Government expenditures grow for Social
Services, Protection, Health
•Will continue to do so as population ages
•Ideological pressure to cut them back
From Matt
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Health Professionals ‐ Local
Services – All Sites (% yes)

1998

2005

Doctors
Nurses
Dentists
Optometrist
Dental surgeon
Home care visits
Social workers

47.4
52.6
36.8
15.8
15.8
47.4
42.1

42.1
36.8
31.6
21.1
10.5
68.4
26.3

•Reduction of access to health professionals in
our NRE field sites
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The distribution of wealth has again become less equal

•This ideology has supported policies and programs that have facilitated another important
outcome that affects both rural and urban regions: growing inequality of wealth
•I wish to highlight this since it is (like climate change or resource depletion) one of the most
important, yet largely invisible drivers of major social change
•The greater the inequality in a society, the greater is the likelihood of social conflict and crisis.
•Its manifestations take different forms at different times and places
•In some circumstances it means the rise of right wing groups and ideologies
•The modern-day manifestations are war, terrorism, and various forms of social exclusion
directed against religious, cultural, or immigrant groups
•But in all circumstances repression without addressing the inequalities upon which the conflicts
are based – simply exacerbates the situation.
•For the past 25 years, Canada has been on the path to greater inequality – supported by neoliberal policies.
•We must do the work of identifying the reasons for this trend – and address it at its base, not
try to deny or cover up the symptoms.
•Our record at doing so is not that great.
•Graph notes:
•1 Excluding the value of registered pension plans (RPPs).
•2 1984 data re-weighted for consistency with the Survey of
•Financial Security.
•Sources: Statistics Canada, Assets and Debts Survey, 1984;
•Survey of Financial Security, 1999 and 2005
•From: Revisiting wealth inequality
•René Morissette and Xuelin Zhang
•December 2006 PERSPECTIVES 5 Statistics Canada — Catalogue no. 75-001-XIE
•For more recent information, see:
•https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/75-006-x/2015001/article/14194-eng.htm
•https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-commentary/census-shows-incomeinequality-is-on-the-rise/article36524022/
•https://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/Details/society/incomeinequality.aspx?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
•http://behindthenumbers.ca/2017/09/13/7-things-the-census-teaches-us-about-incomeinequality-in-canada/
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Rural impacts
• Diminished and regionalized
services
• Increased demands on local
governments
• Increasing inequality
23
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Climate Change in Canada
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floods
Wildfires
Drought
Ice Storms
New diseases
Ice pack melting

https://climateatlas.ca/
24

•The final trends I would like to highlight are those related to the
warming of the planet.
•Most recently highlighted by report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
•The planet will reach the crucial threshold of 1.5 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels by as early as 2030.
•See also https://climateatlas.ca for more detailed analysis of
regional effects
•The data and science is now getting to the point where we
can say something about smaller regions – including cityregionsl.
•Critical for
•Making the issue relevant to individuals
•Facilitating planning
•See also interactive maps for water level rise
•https://seeing.climatecentral.org/#10/45.5126/73.6908?show=lockinAnimated&level=8&unit=feet&pois=hide
•Major impacts on Canada (as a northern country) and rural
communities
•Challenge remains to link long term impacts to current actions
and the organization of our economies, political regimes, and
individual behaviour.
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Rural impacts
•
•
•
•
•

Reorganization of economic base
Vulnerability to extreme weather and disease
Potential opportunities for alternate resources
Possible recurring interest in local resources
New opportunities with climate change
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•Rural Impacts
•Reorganization of economic base
•Vulnerability to extreme weather and disease
•Potential opportunities for alternate
resources
•Possible recurring interest in local resources
•New opportunities with climate change
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How do we create effective rural policy and
programs for a Canada where…
•
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•
•

Cities are dominant
Trade is externally dominated
Immigration is increasing in importance
The state is withdrawing from its social
mandate
• Natural resources are stressed?

•How do we create effective policy and programs for a Canada where
…
•Cities are dominant
•Knowledge economy
•Immigration increasing in importance
•But weaker in rural
•State is withdrawing
•Resources are stressed?
•My approach to these issues and questions
•Future complex and uncertain
•Inspiration from bio-diversity
•Develop multiple capacities (at all levels)
•Networks and information are critical
•Create conditions for flexible alliances
•I have represented these in the form of 7 strategies for rural places and
policy-makers to consider when positioning communities for the future.
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Strategy 1. Look to urban demand
http://www.warnerhockeyschool.com/
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•Strategy 1: Look to urban demand.
•If urban regions and sensibilities hold the balance of power –
and will continue to do so, it simply makes sense for people in
rural areas to pay attention to the demands arising from those
regions.
•>In Warner, AB, when they were faced with the rising costs of
their arena, they organized a hockey school for girls and
marketed it to families all over North America. It has been so
successful that they have expanded it to include a residential
school that runs all year round.
(http://www.warnerhockeyschool.com/) Note innovative use of
existing infrastructure.
•>In Mattawa, Ontario a local businessman noticed the many
cores thrown out by the local plywood mill so he used them to
manufacture bowling pins that are sold throughout the world.
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Strategy 1: Look to urban demand
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•Ste-Paule in the Gaspe region of Quebec was faced with a school closure
•First they turned inward in anger and frustration
•Because they had a very good school
•Good teachers
•Good student-teacher ratio
•Good record in grades and graduation
•Very nice building and infrastructure
•>They just didn’t have enough students – so their children would now
have to be bused to nearby urban schools
•Someone pointed out that what they liked about their school was what
was missing in some of the more urban schools
•>Why not bus the urban children to their rural school?
•Went to urban parents in Matane with the advantages of their school and
were able to convince them to send their children to the Ste-Paule school.
•These examples illustrate the elements of a strategy that generalizes to
most other communities:
•Community objectives can often be met by
•Identifying the assets in an imaginative way
•Looking outside for a demand
•Figuring out how to meet that demand with those assets
•In the process, Ste-Paule maintained their education infrastructure and
expanded the networks for the students in them – thus increasing their asset
base
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Strategy 2: Identify niche markets
http://www3.sympatico.ca/remi.rioux/lacledeschamps/

http://www.ccare.ca/

http://www.fibroconcept.com/
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•This focus on urban demands and interests, blends well with the second
strategic direction I am proposing: Identify niche markets.
•Too often we have focused our attention on the export of major
commodities as solution to community decline: grain, forests, fish, minerals,
petroleum.
•We know now that this will simply exacerbate the population decline and
external dependency which has created so many of the problems in the
first place
•Instead, look for new goods and services to market – in the process seek to
diversify the regional economy.
•Research has demonstrated that rural manufacturing has maintained its
relative position in comparison to urban manufacturing.
•It is built primarily on medium and small scale manufacturing enterprises.
•In the process this increases the opportunities to diversify the regional
economy.
•It means focusing on competitive advantage rather than on comparative
advantage – in development jargon.
•As in the case of Warner, Mattawa, and Ste-Paule it means identifying
local assets (economic, social, institutional, environmental, cultural) and
looking for new markets for them – both inside and outside the region.
•I can add to these examples with many others:
• >Saint-Cyprien established a Centre for handicapped children
(http://www3.sympatico.ca/remi.rioux/lacledeschamps/)
•>An entrepreneur in Taschereau, QC produces fibreglass trailers for
motorcycles
•>In Springhill, NS a group organizes correspondence and liaison for 3rd
world child support. As a result, millions of dollars are channeled
through the local bank (Christian Child Care International http://www.ccare.ca/)
•In all of these cases some key elements to make it possible were the local
knowledge, community networks, and social connections with people
outside the community (bridging social capital)
•This provides an important role for regional and provincial governments –
as brokers for information about those external opportunities
•It also hints at another opportunity emerging with my next suggestion.
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Strategy 3: Integrate strangers

http://www.scses.winkleronline.com/
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•Migration and Immigration are a basic feature of Canadian society and will continue to be so
into the future
•Almost 70% of our population increase in Canada is due to immigration and after about
2025 we expect immigration to be the sole source of population growth
•This means the introduction of people with different values, interests, and skills.
•The initial response is often uncertainty, suspicion, and stress
•>Cap-St-Ignace faced the problem of anxiety about newcomers with a brilliant initiative.
•It identified ‘Godparents’ for newcomers and tasked them with making contact and
conveying an invitation to a community dinner
•At that event they introduced the newcomers to the community and established a basis for
support and future support activities.
•By learning about newcomers, reduce anxiety
•By contacting newcomers, fast track capacity building
•>Seguin significantly improved its capacity by integrating seasonal residents into its
administrative structures rather than excluding them.
•The same principle applied to those communities facing an influx of city-dwellers and
retirees as they move into rural places in search of a more relaxed style of life.
•This often conflicts with the local concerns for jobs and economic development, visions of
rural life, and traditions of local governance.
•By integrating them into the local decision-making they not only informed them of the
challenges of running a small town, but they gained access to the networks and resources
that the newcomers brought with them.
•>The communities around Winkler, MB have created conditions where the rate of immigration
rivals Toronto
•In seeking labour for their local industries they turned to their historical roots in the
Mennonite migrations of the past
•Contacting their religious and cultural cousins in Central and South America, negotiating
special arrangements with the Manitoba and Federal governments, and setting up numerous
local groups to facilitate information sharing, institutional support, language training, and
personal integration into Canadian society of the numerous people who responded to their
invitation
•These newcomers bring skills, motivation, and perhaps most overlooked – networks that can
provide new assets for community and regional development.
•NL has major challenges with respect to this element – primary focus is on your educational
institutions as a point of change.
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Strategy 4: Build Social Infrastructure
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•The importance of social networks is also reflected in this next strategic
suggestion from our research
•During this period of economic decline, the call for more spending on
community and urban infrastructure is loud and clear.
•This most often focuses on the building of physical infrastructure (Canada’s
Acton Plan).
•However, our research indicates that the building of social infrastructure is as
important as the roads, bridges, communication towers, and aqueducts of the
physical infrastructure advocates
•This is especially the case in smaller communities and in those which
experience the boom-bust economies of natural resource extraction.
•The community of Inuvik in the NWT has made this an explicit policy for their
economic development.
•They have decided that the best way to manage their boom-bust economy is
to make their community such a wonderful place to live that people will devote
considerable energy to find ways to stay there – even during the bust periods.
•It also has that advantage that these highly motivated residents are proactive
in mitigating some of the negative aspects of the boom times – providing a
long-term perspective in their planning.
•For example, they committed considerable energy and funds to build
community, health, and education facilities in their community.
•>When they got a new arena they decided to convert the old one to a
community greenhouse – that has now been a source of local produce and
knowledge – plus a social centre for many of the community members.
•This social infrastructure in turn becomes an important resource for many other
conditions.
•>In Barriere, BC when wildfire threatened the town, it was the local Quad
Squad (a group of ATV and snowmobile enthusiasts
http://www.quadsquad.ca/) that provided critical communication, evacuation,
and security services for the community.
•Regional-area churches provided shelter, food, and rehabilitation services
both during and after the disaster.
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Strategy 4: Build Social Infrastructure
• Health
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Tumbler Ridge Examples

Public health nurses
Alcohol/Drug counseling
Safe House Project
Victim Assistance
Block parents
Al‐Anon
Literacy Group
Take‐Off‐pounds

• Education

• Books Lapsit Program
• TR Children’s Centre
• Northern Lights College

• Recreation
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Darts club
Minor hockey
TR Boards, Bikes
Curling club
Happy Hookers
Red Hat Society
Quilt Guild
Museum Foundation
Ornothology Group
Legion
Community Arts Council
32

•The list of groups and activities in this overhead is an indication of
the variety of social infrastructure that helped Tumbler Ridge weather
the storm of a major mine closure in 2000
•Much like Elliot Lake did in Ontario
•These stories illustrates the importance of a well-established social
infrastructure as a basis for surviving the bust period
•By first of all building and then maintaining the services and
venues for people to meet on a variety of bases (from formal to
informal) conditions are created where social cohesion is fostered,
commitments are formed, and people become motivated to
continue those relations over time
•The resiliency and growth of towns like Tumbler Ridge, Elliot Lake,
Inuvik, Springhill, and Twillingate are all reflections of these
dynamics: people devoting time and energy to seek ways to
survive and thrive in the face of difficult conditions
•It provides lessons which are relevant to large cities and even
provinces or the country as a whole – there are just as many
economic and social benefits to investing in social infrastructure as
in physical infrastructure
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Market-based:

Smith
President

Contractual, short-term, supply and demand
E.g. commerce, labour, housing, trade
Robson
Economic

Jones
Social

Polson
Political

Bureaucratic

Market

Bureaucratic-based:

Rationalized roles, principles
E.g. government, law, corporations

Associative-based:

Shared interests
E.g. recreation, charity, religious groups

Strategy 5: Build All Capacities

Associative

Communal
Communal-based:

Generalized reciprocity, identity, birth
E.g. families, cultural groups, gangs
33

•Strategy 5: Build all types of capacity
•Our research has also made clear how important the range of different
types of networks are to the revitalization of rural communities
•They play an important role in the institutional linkages between rural and
urban as well
•Identified some important lessons:
•Social relations come in many forms (>market, >bureaucratic,
>associative, >communal)
•These forms link people and groups in different ways and to different
institutions
•To access the resources and services of these institutions, it is
necessary to develop the capacity to function well in these different
types of social relations
•The new economy favours market and bureaucratic over associative
and communal
•Most rural communities are traditionally stronger in associative and
communal than market and bureaucratic
•But we did find that associative and communal networks can and are
used to build market and bureaucratic under certain conditions
•By recognizing these different types of strengths and the
complementarities between them, numerous options are opened for
business, policy, and local action
•[Public utilities or transportation companies might contribute their
organizational skills or networks to facilitate access to markets for local
entrepreneurs or municipalities
•Municipal, provincial, or federal governments may invest in communal
relations to compensate for policies that undermine associative ones
(e.g. greater mobility)
•Businesses may better recognize the economic benefits of investment
in associative or communal relations (directly or indirectly through the
sharing of facilities or expertise)
•Bureaucracies might compensate voluntary organizations to meet the
accountability demands that undermine the associative relations]
•Primary thing to note: All forms are necessary in a complex, changing
environment - The more agile a group or community is in being able to
use all systems, the greater will be their capacity - especially under
conditions of change. Each of them forms a basis for people working
together.
•This is why a focus on economic policies alone so often fail or are
inadequate to sustain communities for the long term – education, health,
social services, and recreation are all important elements of economic
capacity and sustainability.
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Strategy 6: Think Regionally

34

•Increasing local capacity to meet the new conditions often means
building networks across communities (bridging capital).
•There is often not sufficient critical mass within a single community –
must look to the region.
•When Tweed was interested in hosting our national CRRF
conference, they realized they could not do it alone, so were forced
to overlook years of animosity with three other local towns in order
to make it work.
•This success inspired them to establish a regional ‘brand’ (Comfort
Country) which now attracts people to the region as a travel
destination.
•Subsequently – I was pleased to discover – the Comfort Country
initiative has become an inspiration for people in Walliston and Hastings
counties
•>This type of regional view works well for larger centres as well – as
demonstrated by the Edmonton‐Northern Alberta Hub initiative in which
the city partners with many of the small towns and regions surrounding
it.
•Regional collaboration is not easy, however.
•The perceptions of the world and individuals’ place in it are often very different,
and
•Such collaboration is made more difficult by large power differentials (e.g. the city
of St. John’s and its outlying regions).
•Therefore I would like to dwell on these aspects to give you an idea how they might
play a part – and might be overcome.
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Strategy 6: Think regionally
MRCs

REDAs
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•The second major challenge of rural-urban relations is the significant power differential between large and small places.
•Typically we find that across-community consultations are not conducted (then the points of interdependence become sites of
conflict), or
•Urban regions develop their own plans – with perhaps some subsequent “consultation” with outlying areas.
•These both become (often correctly) perceived by the outlying communities as tokenism and insincere attempts to coopt the
smaller communities under the guise of consultation.
•It is clear that regional collaboration is a major challenge – as demonstrated in St’ John’s, but without addressing it at the
beginning of the process it will inevitably fail.
•What is even more discouraging in the cases we have examined – is that many opportunities for mutual benefit (urban and
rural) are lost as the result of fear to address these challenges or assuming that independent decisions can be made without
long term negative consequences.
•Regional collaboration is that it requires well-designed and long-term structures to make it effective.
•I have watched with considerable interest, the variations in approaches to regional development that are reflected by our
provincial governments
•In many respects, most have articulated the principles of governance that are commendable (bottom-up, collaborative
approaches), but with very different programs and with very different results
•Perhaps the greatest contrast in my mind is between AB and QC
•Both of these governments champion a bottoms up approach and encourage local municipalities to engage in an expanded
mandate over local decision-making – moving beyond the maintenance of roads and water to include economic development and
environmental stewardship
•But the institutional contexts of the 2 provinces are considerably different
•>Under the Levesque government, Quebec established a number of regional boards (MRCs) (sometimes against substantial
opposition) composed of mayors and municipal representatives with a mandate for regional development and resources to support
it. The emphasis was on regional development – cross sectors and inclusive of social development.
•I am not familiar enough with the Economic Zones or Rural Secretariat Regions in N and L to know how they compare to
these MRCs
•>In Alberta, the approach was more laissez-faire – where regional collaboration was encouraged, some resources were allocated
to regional groups if they requested and justified it, but there was little consistent pressure for such collaboration (Regional
Economic Development Alliances). The focus was clearly on economic development.
•The results have been dramatically different at the local level.
•In Québec there are many examples of regional initiatives – tailored to local conditions and themselves providing a basis for
second-order activities in small places
•Over the 20 or so years of their operation within this new regime, local municipalities have learned how to use the regional
structures to voice their concerns, debate, negotiate, compromise, and collaborate with other municipalities, and in turn, to
negotiate with the provincial government on behalf of their region and village or town
•In turn, the provincial government has discovered the value in subsidiarity – now allocating responsibility to the regional
boards for a wide range of economic and social policy and programs, and (most importantly) showing confidence in the
decisions and accountability of the MRCs – making the governance of the province both more efficient and effective
•This system of consultation has even become more elaborated with the recent emergence of regional round tables – with
more issue-focused objectives
•In Alberta the situation on the ground is very different
•A few regions have taken initiative, formed their own corporate bodies, and moved ahead, largely on their own steam
•Most municipalities, on the other hand, were unable to get beyond their protectionist traditions to reach agreements with their
neighbours around the complex challenges they faced – either denying that conflicts of interests existed or refusing to discuss
them in any but the most limited terms
•In the end, the provincial government simply made the decisions for the municipalities, pointing to the failure of regional
collaboration, lack of accountability, and the pressure of time as a justification for top-down management
•What are the lessons here?
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Collaboration lessons
• Strong regional institutions
• Multiple venues of interaction
• Clear rules of accountability and
representation
• Common language and understanding
• Patience and tolerance
“Budget for Breakage”

36

•First: Bottom-up development needs an institutional context of strong
regional governance to make it work
•Second: The inevitable conflicts of interest that emerge require multiple
venues for expression, negotiation, and the compromise that are
necessary for action
•Third: Relations of accountability and representation are necessary
ingredients for establishing an adequate level of trust for the system to
work
•Fourth: This requires the development of a common language and
understanding for collaboration.
•As I illustrated with the Carcross/Tagish example, some of the
perceptual differences are subtle but manageable once they are
recognized and addressed.
•Finally: all of this requires a spirit of patience and tolerance by people
and institutions that are not favourably disposed to either of these
•It took Québec 20 years of stressful and sometimes acrimonious
work to get to the point they are today
•When I spoke to the Carcross/Tagish elders about their plans for the
reorganization of their people in the Yukon, they reminded me that it
took 7 generations to get into the mess we are today – so they felt
that 7 generations was not an unreasonable time frame to think about
getting out of it
•From an institutional point of view this means >‘budgeting for
breakage’
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Strategy 7: Make Interdependencies Visible
• Food
• Water
• Environment
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•I have tried to elaborate the many ways in which the fate of rural and urban regions and people are strongly linked
•I have also argued that this is not always visible – in our perception, in our institutional organizations, and in our
sentiments
•In order to make more appropriate policies, programs, and actions, therefore – it is necessary to increase this
visibility so that we can get our choices and organizations working appropriately.
•Rural areas would be well advised to identify and articulate the ways in which they contribute to urban regions
and the national economy, but
•People in urban regions are more preoccupied with their own challenges.
•My suggestion is that we should start with our common interests.
•Work from those things that both rural and urban people are already concerned about
•> Food
•Teach urban people about food production – as they are doing at the Prairie Swine Centre in SK
•> Farm visits and vacations
•> Direct marketing (St-Damas)
•> We also share a concern about water
•This means teaching about the link between rural development and the water running out of the taps in St
John’s
•It can be done in our schools by visits, science programs, and mass media (Canadian Gov’t – teacher
kits)
•> It can also be done by urban street art as shown in this example (sewerfish:
http://www.canadiandesignresource.ca/officialgallery/index.php?paged=2&s=symbols)
•It reinforces the connection between sewers and fish – urban and rural
•> We also share a concern about the environment
•> We can teach our children how air, water, soils are shared issues (air pollution and acid rain; agricultural
stress and chemical use)
•We can establish centres of learning such as they have done in Springhill around geothermic energy
•> We can invest in research and production of environmentally friendly goods and services – especially those
that are distributed
•> We can support green communities (www.gca.ca)
•All of these require strong rural communities – as producers or stewards of the assets they represent.
•And we don’t have to convince urban people that they are important.
•New York city realized that if it didn’t keep the rural communities in its watershed in good shape, then the
water supply would be jeopardized by people having to make compromises on environmental protection.
•So they worked out an agreement with those communities in which the water supply would be protected
in exchange for community development funds and services.
•How are similar interdependencies reflected in the relationship between St John’s and its surrounding communities
– or St John’s and Gander, Cornerbrook, or even Twilligate and St Anthony?
•How can the benefits of those places be better represented in the governance structures of the city?
•These are important questions to consider – not only for the smaller communities, but for the long terms
sustainability of St John’s.
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7 Strategies for the new rural conditions
1. Look to urban demand
2. Identify global niche markets
3. Integrate strangers
4. Build social infrastructure
5. Build all capacities
6. Consider regional opportunities
7. Make interdependencies visible
38

•These 7 strategies emerge from the NRE and CRRF
research over the last 30 years.
•They also emerge in the belief that Rural Canada
and Canadians have reached the limits of their
influence and power and will continue to experience
decreases in that power.
•I would also argue that in spite of the tensions,
suspicions, and animosities, rural and urban places
are inevitably interdependent.
•Without the accurate recognition of this
interdependence our efforts to build capacities,
economies, and a better society will be
unsustainable in the long run.
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See also:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://rplc-capr.ca (Rural Policy Learning Commons)
http://crrf.ca (The Canadian Rural Revitalization Foundation)
http://rplc-capr.ca/webinars/ (RPLC Webinars)
http://rplc-capr.ca/rural-routes-podcasts/ (Rural Routes Podcasts)
http://ruralroutespodcasts.com/?p=1906 (Rural Routes Podcast in
which Bill Reimer discusses Québec’s Rural Policy and Indigenous
Peoples’ governance.
https://www.ctfn.ca/ (Carcross-Tagish First Nation website)
http://sorc.crrf.ca/ (The State of Rural Canada report and interactive
website)
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